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Handbook-5

Occupational Safety & Health
Introduction
Handbook-5 covers the important role that the trade union plays in mitigating
accidents and ill health for workers. There are guidelines and information for
the workplace representative on setting up a joint union management OSH
committees so that the employer accepts responsibility for preventing
accidents and ill health. Information about the relevant ILO Conventions
can be used in negotiations and workplace inspections and a comparison
is made with the Bangladesh Labour Law and Rules. The skills to monitor
and inspect workplaces and represent members at the workplace are
explained, using OSH problems in the RMG sector; with ideas to use OSH as
an organising tool.

The Handbook deals with these questions
Section 1: Occupational Safety & Health Principles & Standards






What are the meanings of OSH principles and prevention?
Does the Bangladesh law include the rights stated in the ILO Standards?
Is the role of the OSH representative different to a workplace representative?
What is the difference between health problems and safety?
Has the Compact improved OSH in the RMG sector?

Section 2: Hazards, Risks & Solutions in the RMG sector workplaces
 Are hazards and risks the same thing and what do they mean?
 Are solutions the same for all problems?
 What are the specific hazards and risks in the RMG sector?
 Are terms and conditions of employment linked to OSH problems?
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Section 3: Roles & Functions of OSH Committees and Representatives
 What is the OSH representative expected to do?
 How is a OSH Committee set up and what is the Committees’ role?
 Do the employer, the union and the worker have the same rights and
responsibilities?
 What is the best way to negotiate an OSH agreement?
 Are OSH agreements available to assist the union?

Occupational Safety & Health Principles & Standards
Trade unions have successfully
bought about important change Key words
in Occupational Safety & Prevention: employers are responsible for
Health (OSH) over many years. ‘preventing’ ill health and injuries to workers at
But
despite
these the workplace and have a duty of care to workers
achievements, global statistics Hazards & Risks: are identified at the workplace
indicate that there are still far before they cause health and safety problems
too many deaths and chronic and the OSH union representative plays a major
ill health experienced by role in identifying them.
workers, to different degrees, Inspections: OSH inspections prevent ill health
in all industries.
and injuries and the OSH representative has the
right to carry out and be involved in inspections

ILO Statistics (2018)

Every 11 seconds, a worker dies from a work-related accident or disease
 Every 15 seconds, 178 workers have a work-related accident
 Every day, 7,500 people die because of occupational accidents or work relate
diseases, meaning more than 2.7 million deaths per year.


374 million accidents occur on the job annually; many of these resulting in
extended absences from work.
The human cost of this daily
Key Point
adversity is vast and the
OSH is an important area of work for trade economic burden of poor
unions because ill health, caused by accidents occupational safety and health
or a poor working environment can practices is estimated at 4 per
permanently damage workers lives & families cent of global Gross Domestic
Product each year.
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Globalisation, the loss of secure work, the movement of factories to developing
countries and denial of trade union rights have all had a negative impact on health
and safety at work.
The worst OSH conditions are found in countries where laws are weak or not
enforced and workers exploited
The garment sector has many OSH problems and a high level of accidents and ill
health

The Principles of OSH
The employer is responsible to protect,
prevent and promote workers’ physical,
mental and social well-being at a workplace.
Protection



Promotion 

Making the workplace healthy
and safe for all workers
Ensuring everyone knows
about OSH

Prevention  Stopping an accident or illness
before it happens

Key Point
Work related accidents, ill health
and environmental hazards can
cause death, disease and injury.
This has serious direct and
indirect effects upon the lives of
workers and their families, the
communities they live and the
surrounding environment

To achieve this trade unions, workers, employers and government must work
together and participate in OSH programmes that prioritise prevention

kÖwg‡Kiv gRzwi I Kv‡Ri kZ©vejxi Rb¨ HK¨e× nq Ges msMVb M‡o †Zv‡j|
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To achieve this trade unions, workers, employers and government
must work together and participate in OSH programmes that
prioritise prevention
On the worker
 Pain and suffering caused by an injury or illness
 Worry about how to care for the family
 Loss of work and income
 The additional cost of providing health care
On the family and Community
 Unhappiness and loss of a normal life
 The time and effort needed to care for the person
 Air, water and land pollution from chemicals and dust
 Damage to buildings and roads from fires or explosions
On the employer
 Medical and compensation payments
 Repair and replacement of damaged machinery and equipment
 Temporary halt to production and loss of profits
 Reduction in the quality of work performed
 Insecure and fearful workers
Employers blame the workers so they do not have to pay for the costs of
looking after them BUT It is the employer’s responsibility NOT the workers
The difference between Safety and
Health issues
Safety issues cause accidents and are
easily identified because they are
visible. For example, broken bones,
wounds, cuts and burns or loss of limbs
or death, damaged machinery or
equipment Caused by For example:
slippery floors, unsafe machinery and
equipment, poor housekeeping and
lighting, unsafe procedures, knives and
needles, fire and explosions

Key Points
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Health issues get less attention than
Safety issues because it is easier
for the employer to put the blame
on the worker



Accidents cause damage to the
workplace so cost the employer
money and they must pay
compensation to workers

A cancer can take 20 years after exposure before symptoms & illness begin.
Back pain can develop over months of heavy lifting before it becomes chronic
Health issues are not easily identified because they are not visible and often
delayed,
For example,
Cancers, chronic ill health, deafness, back pain, repetitive strain injuries, poor eye
sight, infections, stress and anxiety
Caused by
Noise, dust, toxic chemicals, heavy lifting, vibration, poor lighting, high or low
temperatures, dirty water, poor sanitation, uncomfortable work stations, sitting or
standing for long periods, no rest or toilet breaks, harassment, bullying and long
working hours

Injury and ill health cause:

Key Point

Pain & Suffering
 Job and income loss
 Inability to work
 Additional health care costs
for the family
 Stress, trauma and worry
 Increased poverty


Safety and health problems can
result in
 Long term chronic ill health
 Reduced Life Expectancy
 Loss of life

The Priorities for Prevention (Hierarchy of Controls)
Preventive methods are the main
focus for dealing with accidents and
ill health, as they can reduce problems
by 80 – 90%. The diagram below
shows 5 methods of prevention; the
1st one is the most effective and the
5th one the least effective.

Eliminate
Replace
Isolate
Change
PPE

Good OSH management always tries the most effective first.
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What does it mean?

Examples

Eliminate
Use machines to do cutting
Permanently remove the problem (stops hand & upper body injuries)
Replace
With something less dangerous

Use solid blocks instead of powder dyes
(can prevent lung disease)

Put noisy machines in another room
Isolate
(reduces danger of hearing loss)
Remove the worker from the
danger (This includes engineering
and administrative controls)
Change work organisation
Do it differently

Limit and reschedule hours of working with chemicals
and train workers
(slightly reduces exposure to chemicals)

Personal Protective Equipment Provide workers with gloves, ear plugs, safety glasses or
If all the above is not possible
masks
(not effective in reducing exposure)

The trade union contribution to OSH
Over the years’ trade unions have gained a wealth of experience and information
on all aspects of OSH

At the international and national level trade unions
 Campaign for improved National OSH legislation to protects workers
with compensation and rehabilitation
 Establish OSH Committees as a legal requirement at workplaces, to give
workers a say in OSH
 Enforce worker’s compensation for injured workers to give them a source
of income Prevent discrimination or dismissal after work related accidents
and ill health, so workers can return to work after injury or illness
 Shift the blame from the worker so that the employer takes the
responsibility for providing a safe and healthy workplace
 Set up union OSH unit to support workers, represent them in courts and
provide information (also made available on the internet)
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Train OSH workplace representatives
to give them the skills and specialist
knowledge to be effective OSH
representatives

Key Points
The ILO has an international
programme on safety, health and
the environment called SafeWork;
with specific information for
women workers.
Find them on the ILO web site



Secure legal protection for OSH
representatives, so they can inspect the
workplace and stop work in unsafe
situations



Research specific issues to give workers facts to use when negotiating, for
example, the safe use of chemicals, back injuries and noise levels

The Priorities for Prevention (Hierarchy of Controls)
The ILO aims to create worldwide awareness of the
impact and consequences of work-related accidents,
injuries and diseases; making sure the health and
safety of all workers is part of the international
debate between government, employers and workers
organisations.
They carry out research on all OSH topics and provide up to date information
and technical support for governments, employers and workers.
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The most important ILO-OSH Conventions and Recommendations (guidelines
for implementation of the Conventions) and a summary of the main points
Convention & Recommendation

Countries Bangladesh
Ratification Ratification

Occupational Safety and Health Convention, 1981
(No.155). Recommendation No. 164
Main Points
 Applies to all workplaces in every sector
 Gives the onus of responsibility to the employer with
cooperation from the workers
 Requires governments to develop policy and laws that
include an inspectorate and enforcement
 Protection for representatives against dismissal
 Provision of training for OHS representatives
 Establishment of OSH joint union-management committees

62

No

Occupational Health Services Convention, 1985 (No.161)
Recommendation No. 171
 Governments must establish services for worker
rehabilitation and monitoring of health, assessment of
risks and welfare provisions, give advice to
employers and assist with OSH programmes

31

No

Convention of Promotional Framework for OSH, 2006 (No.187)
Recommendation No. 197
 Governments must develop OSH policy and establish national
systems and programmes that promote a preventative culture

28

No

Working Environment (air, noise, vibration) Convention, 1977 (No.148)
Recommendation No. 156
 Covers employer responsibility to ensure clean air, noise levels
that do not cause deafness and vibration levels of machines
that do not cause muscular skeletal and other health problems

45

No

Chemicals Convention, 1990 (No.170)
Recommendation No. 177
 Covers the safe use of chemicals at work including protection
to workers, communities and the environment, safe storage,
handling and transport, disposal and treatment

19

No
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Other important instruments are:
 List of Occupational Diseases Recommendation, 2002 (No. 194)
 Employment Injury Benefits Convention, 1964 (amended 1980) &
Recommendation 121
 Guidelines on Occupational Safety and Health Management Systems,
(ILO-OSH 2001)

The Bangladesh Labour Law
Up to 2019, Bangladesh has not
ratified any of the ILO-OSH
Conventions but because they are a
member of the ILO, they are
encouraged to implement them,
even if they do not ratify them.

Key Points
Trade unions need to work collectively to
demand the government to develop a
separate law for OSH that implements the
relevant ILO Conventions

The Labour Law and Rules
Contain none of the principles from ILO Convention No. 155, e.g., Convention on
Occupational Health and Safety and Recommendation No. 164.
 Do not impose responsibilities and duties, to protect the safety and health of
workers on government or employers
 Have no provision for workers to stop work in unsafe conditions, demand
improvements to unsafe processes or equipment and many of the clauses are
not enforced.
The Bangladesh Sustainability Compact
Some improvements were made after the Rana Plaza and Tazreen disasters, by
amending the Bangladesh Labour Act, 2006 in 2013 & 2018 but these did not cover
the majority of rights and responsibilities in the ILO Conventions
 A new section in Chapter VIII, Welfare Measures (90-A) provides for the
setting up of a Safety Committee; (for details see the Rules)
 The Bangladesh Labour Rules was adopted in 2015 give more specific detail to
the existing clauses in the Labour Law.
The high number of preventable deaths and injuries in these disasters, finally
motivated the international community to work more closely with the Bangladesh
government. They agreed a legally binding Compact that includes the ‘Accord on
Fire and Building Safety’ and the ‘Alliance for Bangladesh Worker Safety’.
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The Accord is signed by over 200 apparel corporations from 20 countries in
Europe, North America, Asia and Australia. Two global trade unions (IndustriALL
and UNIGlobal) and Bangladesh trade unions
The Alliance was established in 2013 to protect and empower RMG workers. It is
a legally binding 5-year commitment between the US, MNCs, the government,
NGOs and trade unions; representing US companies that import RMGs.
The parties to the Compact agreed to:
 Respect trade union and labour rights
 Ensure the structural integrity of buildings and OSH
 Improve ‘responsible business’ conduct
The main achievements up to 2016
 Improvements to building and workplace safety
 More open dialogue and exchanges on working conditions between trade
unions, employers, buyers and NGOs
 Amendments in the Labour Act in 2013 & 2018 and adoption of the Rules in 2015
 Labour inspectors increased in all RMG export orientated factories with an
increased budget allocation for inspections
 A telephone help line for workers to report grievances over rights and OSH
 A national OSH policy adopted by the government
 Unified standards developed for safety inspectors, who carried out an
increased number of inspections and received better training
 The government created a publicly accessible data base for reporting on labour
rights and fire and building safety reports
 More international awareness of the situation with retailers and brands joining
the Accord and Alliance.
Union Activities
Find out from the national RMG federations, the ILO and GUFs about the
progress of implementation
 Use the agreements made in the Compact in negotiations with management
and remind them of their legal responsibilities
 Report the conditions of OSH at your workplace to the federation or the ILO
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There is still much to do
 Enforcement of the new rules for Safety Committee representatives and other
benefits are not being enforced
 There is a need for more education and awareness raising on rights at work and
OSH
 No real progress is made on OSH and workers’ rights
 Workers and trade unions need to be able to make an effective contribution to
inspections, monitoring and establishment of safer workplaces
Hazards, Risks & Solutions in the RMG Sector Workplaces
OSH is a specialised area of work so members of the Executive Committee and the
workplace representatives need to learn about the principles, issues and rights of
workers.
The employer can afford to engage OSH specialists so the union needs to be
familiar with the terminology, know where the problems are and how to fix them.
Defining Hazards and risks
 A Hazard is Anything that may cause harm
 Substances (dust or chemicals)
 Work practices (lifting or reaching)
 Mechanical (noise or use of machines)
 Work tools (knives or cutting tools)
 Working conditions (hours & breaks)
 Equipment (work areas & seating)
 Waste (disposal or handling)
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A Risk is How likely it is to cause harm
 High levels of dust or unsafe storage of chemicals
 Heavy boxes or difficult to reach shelves
 Machines without guards or high noise levels
 Knives with old blades and no proper storage
 Excessive overtime or working without breaks
 Small work spaces or uncomfortable chairs
 No process or unsafe practices of disposal
Estimating the level of risk
 What is the level of exposure to the worker? (the louder the noise the greater
the risk of deafness)
 How many hours is the worker exposed to the risk? (the longer the exposure
to dust & chemicals the higher the risk of lung disease and cancer)
 What is the size of the workstation? (a small workspace around a sewing
machine makes working difficult, increasing the risk of back, arm and hand
strains and injury)
 What are the housekeeping procedures? (cluttered corridors create risks of fire
and unclean wash areas create bacterial infections)
Select the right action to prevent the risk, for example, reducing the noise, the
time spent in dust or organising more spacious workspaces

Hazards & Risks in the Garment Industry
Machinery used in







Spreading
Cutting
Assembly
Pressing
Finishing
Packing

Hazards










No machine guards
Unprotected belts & pedals
Unused displays
Exposed hot parts
Contaminated air
Lack of maintenance
Poor equipment
Poor lighting
Hard cold floors with no covering

Risks: Loss of limbs/burns/cuts/cancer/lung disease/eye problem/back problems/
pelvic – reproductive problems/repetitive strain injuries/bone degeneration
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Tools used in





Hazards

Cutting
Trimming
Sewing
Finishing

Manual trimming
No left-handed tools
Unsafe, low quality knives
Slippery knife handles
Sharp ended blades
 New blades unavailable
 Unsafe storage & disposal






Risks: Cuts / Stab wounds / upper body injuries
Noise & vibration

Hazards

Loud mechanical processes
Too long spent in noisy areas
Lack of maintenance, worn or misaligned parts
Machines on hard surfaces
Wrong machine for type of work
No silencers on machines
Working too close to machines
Risks: Loss of hearing / ringing in the ears / headaches / long-term painful
damage to backs, blood vessels, nerves & joints



All Machines









Dust, Heat & vapour caused by






Hazards

Working with wool, cotton & dyed cloth
Pressing
Dyeing
Sandblasting & polishing
Washing & spraying with chemicals











Powder dyes in large, lose quantities
Dust from cotton & wool
Lack of ventilation
Toxic chemicals & fumes
Unsafe storage & handling
No vacuum cleaners
Hot irons without controls
Finishing denim
Working in extreme heat

Risks: Asthma, lung disease (silicosis), cancer, burns, sight problems,
weakness & weight loss
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Manual Handling


All work processes

Hazards






Heavy loads
Level of shelving
On floor storage of material
No mechanical aids
No training

Risks : Long term chronic spine, muscle and joint injuries
Housekeeping






Work rooms
Corridors
Wash rooms
Offices
Storage

Hazards








Cluttered floor areas
Small working areas
No waste containers
Spillages not cleaned up
No regular cleaning
Congested wires & leads
Poor floor layouts

Risks : Accidents / injuries / spread of diseases / slips & falls
Work station Design





Sewing
Cutting
Storage
Packing

Hazards
Poor quality equipment
Poor lighting or glare
Lack of space at and
between workstations
 Lack of supports (foot pedals, stools)
 Hard floors with no mats




Risks: Back and muscle problems / repetitive strain injury / bone
degeneration / pelvic injuries / excessive tiredness
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Fire Safety & Security


All areas of the factory

Hazards










Faulty electricity & uncovered wiring
Blocked, locked entrances, exits & windows
Loose materials (fluff, dust & cotton fly) lying around
Materials stored at a height or in work rooms
Explosions from wood dust & acrylic rags
Poor storage of inflammables
Overcrowded work rooms
Lack of fire officers
No training or First aid treatment

Risks: Death / burns and serious injuries / loss of buildings, stock &
machinery
Hygiene




All work areas
Washrooms
Canteens

Hazards
Dirty drinking water
Not enough toilets
Dirty Toilets & washrooms
No place for eating or breaks
No change rooms or lockers







Risks: Spread of bacterial diseases / sickness / tiredness / stomach illnesses

Terms & conditions cause tiredness, stress and anxiety that lead to ill health
and accidents

Long working hours
Key Points

Unfair work quotas & targets
Raise terms & conditions of

Unreasonable overtime
employment that cause ill health

Low pay
and accidents as OSH problems

Sexual harassment & bullying
in collective bargaining

Unequal treatment

No rest breaks & short meal breaks

No freedom to go to the wash room or toilet

Lack of regular working hours

No holidays or time off for family problems
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No sickness benefits or sick leave
Working at night without security
No transport if working late at night
Managements attitude to workers

Categories to support solving OSH problems
The role of the representative is to solve the problems that cause ill health and
injuries.
Putting the different problems into categories helps to identify the cause and the
impact it has on the workers; it can help to find an agreed solution









Mechanical (machines and equipment)
Physical (effect on parts of the body)
Biological (diseases or disorders caused by dust, chemicals or bacteria)
Social / behavioural (low pay, harassment, job insecurity)
Work Organisation (shift work, long hours of work, excessive overtime,
working alone)
Ergonomics (badly designed tools and machinery, standing for long hours,
poor seating)
Chemicals (use of dies, cleaning fluids causing cancer, poor storage &
handling)
Environmental (waste and spillage causing contamination outside the factory)

All hazards are different and have various risks attached to them, for example
Dust and chemicals have a physical and biological impact on the body causing
skin irritations and cancer in the long term
 Noise causes a physical loss of hearing and stress causes socially related problems
 Poorly designed machines are a mechanical problem also causing strains and
repetitive injuries which are physical problems

Long hours of work are a work organisation problem that lead to stress,
injuries and long term chronic illnesses which can be physical, biological and
social problems
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Standing for long hours can cause back injuries, which is ergonomic and
biological because it also causes reproductive health problems
Poor waste management is a biological problem because it can cause
bacterial illnesses and is environmental because it contaminates water and
soil outside the factory

Finding solutions
The workplace / OSH representatives can
 Identify hazards as they move around
the workplace
 Assess the level of risks (high, medium
or low)
 Collectively decide the best action to
take
 Take up the issues with management and
propose a solution

Key Points
Personal protective equipment
(PPE) is the least effective
method of protection and should
never be more than a supplement
until a safer process is found

Find out the facts by asking questions
Questions on risk – can it be?
 Replaced – find another process or machine to eliminate the risk?
 Isolated – find an engineering or technical solution to enclose, isolate or
ventilate?
 Changed – implement different work schedules, ensure rest breaks, provide
training?
 Is Personal Protective Equipment the best solution – are boots, masks,
goggles, ear protection the best way of dealing with the risk?
Additional questions
 What is the general cleanliness of the whole factory?
 Are there suitable provisions for personal hygiene and eating meals?
 Does the employer offer medical care, health monitoring and regular check-ups?
 What type of risk controls are in place?
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Plan a long-term strategy
A step by step approach to control a problem
It may be necessary to start with PPE but focus the next steps on dealing with the
cause, not the worker, and plan to replace, isolate or change
Roles & Responsibilities of OSH Committees and Representatives
The trade union at the workplace has a right to request the formation of a joint OSH
committee and the right to elect OSH workplace representatives to the committee.
The ILO Standards provide these rights but the Executive Committee needs to
ensure that the law in Bangladesh is respected and enforced; while the national
federations continue to negotiate improvements to legislation.
Unions Make A Difference
‘Studies carried out by various organisations have shown that ‘union supported
Safety and Health committees have a significant impact in reducing injury rates’.
(‘When it comes to Safety and Health, your life should be in union hands’. Rory
O’Neill, Editor Hazards Magazine. ILO Safety and Health at Work: A union
priority. Labour Education 2002/1 No. 126)
ILO Standards for OSH Committees and Representatives
‘ILO Recommendation No. 164 provides guidelines for establishing workplace
representatives and a joint union management OSH Committee; where workers
have at least equal numbers with the employer representatives
The worker representatives must be
 Given adequate information to be able to carry out inspections and negotiate
solutions
 Consulted over OSH implications before new workplace practices, equipment
or OSH measures are introduced
 Given protection from dismissal or other unfair treatment while carrying out
their work as an OSH representative or as a member of an OSH Committee
 Included in the decision-making processes
 Able to communicate with workers in working hours and have access to all
parts of the factory
 Given the right to contact Labour Inspectors if they believe any part of the
work is unsafe or unhealthy
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Allowed to negotiate improvements and changes with management
Given reasonable time during paid working hours to carry out OSH functions
Able to contact specialist on specific issues

A Case Study
The OSH representative noticed that there were too many knife accidents in the
cutting and trimming areas. After checking with the supervisor, it was identified
that accidents have increased by 50% in the last 3 months.
The reports note
 7 severe hand injuries this month with workers still on sick leave and
management threatening dismissal
 3 upper body wounds who took up to 5 days’ sick leave but are still in pain &
some wounds are infected
 15 – 20 minor injuries treated at the workplace causing loss of production
An investigation showed that
 The gloves worn by the cutters did not protect the workers from wounds
 The knives are old and do not have safe guards
 New blades are not always available
 There is no proper storage for the knives or safe disposal of old blades
Classified as a High Risk
At the next OSH Committee, the representative proposed the following steps with
time frames:
1. New chain nail gloves are purchased immediately in different sizes (1 week)
2. Replace the old knives with new safer models that have proper handles and
retractable blades (2 weeks)
3. Purchase the right type of knife for the specific type of cutting (2 weeks)
4. Provide blades that are easily accessible to the workers (2 weeks)
5. Replace the old storage of knives with a safer and monitored storage process
(4weeks)
6. Provide training on the use of knives to all workers (4 weeks)
7. Investigate the purchase of cutting machines to stop cutting with knives (3
months)
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The Bangladesh Labour Law and Labour Rules
The Labour Law: Section 90 A. The Formation of Safety Committees
‘In every establishment where (50) fifty or more workers are employed, safety
committees shall be formed and function in the manner prescribed by the Rules’
The law does not mention the role or the rights of an representative to the Safety
Committee
Section 202-A. Allows the Bargaining Agent to appoint a Specialist and if the employer
objects they can go to the Director of Labour for conciliation. OSH is not precluded from
being part of a CBA, so under this clause the BA could engage an OSH specialist.
OSH information is found in Chapter-V: Health & Hygiene; Chapter-VI: Safety;
Chapter-VII: Special Provisions Relating to Health, Hygiene and Safety;
Chapter-XX: Administration, Inspection & other Items.
The Ministry of Labour and Employment has the National Industrial Health and
Safety Council headed by the Minister. The Council has 29 members
(Government- 10, Industry- 7, trade unions- 7 and OSH specialists- 5) that prepare
policy for factories to implement. Question is this set up now? It was formed in
2009, however, become active since 2013.
The Labour Rules provide specific information (summary of main points)
Rules-80: Requires the employer to put up a safety information board and keep a
safety record book.
Total Committee Member Numbers In a factory
50 – 500 workers

6 members

501 – 1000 workers

8 members

1001 to 3000 workers 10 members
3001 + workers

12 members

Rules-81: Sets out the minimum number of members on a safety committee and
states that there must be equal numbers of employers and workers
The Bargaining Agent can nominate the unions Co-Chair
Also includes how the union and employers nominate committee members for a
2-year period
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Specific issues can be found in the following
Chapter VI covers the safety of buildings, machinery, fire precautions, eye safety
and the provision of Personal Protective Equipment.
Chapter VII covers special provisions for lifting and chemicals and the employer
responsibility for the classification and notification of accidents
Chapter VIII 76 – 79 requires the employer to provide first aid as per a set number
of workers, a medical room for more than 3000, a health centre for more than 5000
and a welfare officer for 500 or more
Chapter XII describes the different types and levels of compensation
These rules were not issued by the government until 2015, under pressure to secure
the restoration of tariff preferences with the US. The union at the workplace must
monitor implementation

Activity: A Workshop on OSH
Activity: Executive Committee
workshop: OSH representatives are invited to:
 Learn about OSH law
 Identify the sections that are
important for the RMG
sector
 Make a summary of the main
points to explain to
members
 Note the areas of specific
concern in the factory/s

Key Points
OSH is a good recruitment and organising
tool, it is a personal as well as a collective
issue and workers will join the union if there
is hope that the employer will improve
workplace health and safety.
Ask workers what their main problems are
and tell them how the union can support
them
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The Role and rights of the OSH Workplace Representative
The role of representatives is to


Monitor the employer and ensure they do not breach the law or fail to
implement the provisions



Negotiate to improve OSH conditions



Include workers in discussions and decisions

They have a direct interest - it is their future lives and families that are at stake
Good representation is


Listening to them



Gaining their support



Asking them questions



Raising their awareness



Educating them

OSH representatives are selected or elected by the workers to:


Talk to members and take up complaints with management



Involve, inform, consult and report back to members



Collect and distribute OSH information



Carry out OSH checks / inspections of the factory regularly



Identify hazards and investigate how to deal with risks



Investigate accidents, signs of ill health and near misses



Check that the employer is complying with the legislation



Consult and negotiate with management



Be a member of the OSH committee



Talk with government health and safety inspectors when they visit the factory
or call them in when management does not want to solve a problem



Prepare reports for the union and the committee
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Rights of the representative


Be given time off to carry out duties



Protection from dismissal



Access to information



Call an inspector



Stop work in dangerous situations

Inspections
Observe how the work is organised


Is the work badly designed?



Does it encourage sexual and racial harassment or violence?



What are the specific problems faced by women workers?



Are the working hours too long?



Are there enough staff to do the work in the time allowed?



Is anyone working alone or in isolation?



Are there problems during night shifts?

g~jK_v
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Hazards not easily noticed


Poor lighting that is not directed at the work station



Obstructions, such as, boxes or screens hiding problems



Moving parts of machines not functioning properly



People lifting heavy loads without the loads being weighed



Noise levels that people get used to and are not measured



Individuals Stress that workers hide for fear of losing their job



The impact of chemicals, dusts, fumes and bacteria if there is no health checks,
information or guidelines for use



Repetitive work on machines or cutting / trimming with no rest breaks or good
chairs



Vibration from machines that workers are operating

Preparing for inspections


Select a specific area of the factory, or



Take one process at a time; (storage or finishing, or wash rooms and toilets) or



Focus on an issue; (chemicals, noise, manual handling)
Discuss with supervisors a suitable time and set a date and time
for the inspection



Have at least 2 representatives in the inspection team, always include a woman



Draw a map of the workplace identifying where people work, the number and
type of machines, doors and exits, ventilation and lighting, the substances
used, waste disposal and storage areas.



List the hazards and potential risks and mark on the map



Carry out a survey / petition and talk to workers before the inspection



Ask the union for information and advice about potential hazards and risks in
the RMG sector
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After the inspection write a report


List and prioritise the problems and risks identified



Propose solutions



Discuss the report with the members and send to the OSH Committee and the
Union



Negotiate prevention methods to resolve the problems at the next meeting

Case Study on Noise
During an inspection of an area using heavy machinery, the OSH representative


Noticed that workers were shouting at each and not wearing hearing protection



When questioned, they said that the noise was so bad that they couldn’t hear
each other



Noticed that they shouted at each other when there was no noise



Carried out a survey to see if they had problems hearing people talking outside
the workplace


90% of the workers questioned said they had problems hearing speech and
music in crowded places



100% said that the hearing protection was uncomfortable, did not fit
properly and made them too hot

The representative put noise levels on the agenda for the next OSH
Committee meeting and proposed


The Noise levels in the work area be measured by a OSH specialist



Workers to be given hearing tests



In the short term, purchase better hearing protection in different sizes



Within 2 months, research how to isolate the machines from the workers or
purchase new machines with reduced noise levels

At first the employer said it was not a problem; the representative called in an
inspector who did some tests, agreed with the proposal and ordered the employer
to action it
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small work place the representative can also be the OSH representative
In large factories or factories with many problems, there needs to be dedicated
OSH representatives who work closely with the other representatives.

Employers role and obligations
Managing and implementing preventative OSH practices and processes at the
workplace to ensure the work place does not cause ill health or injury. For example


Dust is captured and there is good ventilation



Noise levels are reduced to a safe level



Chairs and tables are at the right height and adjustable



Stored materials can be reached safely



Trolleys and movable stands are provided



Chemicals are labelled & stored properly



Knives are labelled & stored safely



Regular rest breaks are provided and working hours are reasonable



Harassment and bullying are forbidden



Lighting is strong, avoids glare and includes natural light



Workers have decent toilets, eating areas, wash rooms and places to rest

Managing OSH


Recognise, involve and respect the union



Set up the OSH Committee



Employ an OSH specialist



Promote OSH in the workplace



Provide training and education



Stop work in unsafe situations



Apply and enforce the law
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Worker rights and responsibilities
Workers have a right to a safe and health working environment without
discrimination, that includes compensation, rehabilitation and training.
They have a responsibility to


Carry out work in a safe manner, unless it is dangerous



Attend training offered in working hours by the employer



Not put the safety of themselves and others in danger



Report dangerous situations



Use and look after the PPE provided by the employer and report if it is faulty
or needs maintaining

The Role of OSH Committees
A good Committee
 Encourages discussion between workers and management
 Recognises the role of the trade union OSH representatives
 Secures change and improvement for the working environment
 Adopts a planned and strategic approach
 Provides a democratic structure that is open and transparent to workers
 Has agreed decision making processes
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Functions


Monitoring the workplace for hazards on a regular basis



Promoting and providing health and safety training for the workforce



Agrees on policy and monitors implementation



Discusses proposed changes to the workplace and conditions of work



Investigates injuries and accidents using an agreed risk assessment procedure



Ensures that there is adequate OSH and welfare services for workers
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OSH Committee Meeting
Meetings should be held at least every 3 months, but preferably every month
depending on the size and nature of the workplace
 Minutes are taken at every meeting and agreed at the end of the meeting
 Reports reflect the decisions taken with an agreed timetable of action and
allocated management responsibilities
 Reports are made accessible to workers.


OSH Agreements
Collective Bargaining Agreements (CBA’s) can include specific occupational
Safety and Health clauses or refer to a separate agreement.
Separate OSH agreements are negotiated to include, for example;
 The rights and responsibilities of the employer and the union representatives
 OHS procedures for specific workplace problems
 Practices and procedures for inspections and solutions
 Training and education for representatives
 Promotion in the workplace, with training for workers on all procedures
 Accident reporting and compensation
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See Handbook 4 and use the same skills and tactics for negotiating a CBA


If other RMG unions have an OSH agreement, ask for a copy and discuss the
tactics they used.



International or Global Framework Agreements (IFAs or GFAs) also include
OSH clauses. They establish principles rather than details but can be used by
the union as a negotiating tool.



Ask IndustriALL or UNIGlobal if they have any framework agreement in the
RMG sector or copies of agreements from other countries.
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